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Introduction 
This guide introduces the concept of a Chart of Accounts for a non-accounting audience.  Specifically, it is intended to 

help eMARS Report Developers create meaningful financial reports, and to help Basic Users (and others) interpret them. 

1- What is the Chart of Accounts? 
Although the Chart of Accounts (COA) is defined in eMARS (not eMARS Reporting), understanding the COA is essential to 

report development to ensure correct results.  The Chart of Accounts defines accounting structure used in eMARS to 

track budgets, spending, revenue – pretty much every financial transaction processed in eMARS.  If you are not an 

accountant, you can think of each Chart of Accounts element as one part of the “account number” for an account 

affected by any given transaction.  In eMARS, this “account number” – which consists of Chart of Accounts codes 

“strung” together – is most often referred to as an “accounting string” or a “budget line”.   

Thus we would say that an accounting “transaction” or “document” (such as a payment or receipt) in eMARS is made up 

of Accounting Lines, each of which specifies an “accounting string”.  When that transaction is processed, it affects the 

corresponding “budget line” and posts to the Accounting Journal, against which we build our financial reports. 

Required Chart of Accounts Elements 
Accounting strings are specified on the Accounting Line section of an eMARS document.  (Sometimes, however, you 

have to look in the Posting Line section to see the actual accounting strings used when the transaction hits the 

Accounting Journal.  This is particularly true for transactions which “split” between Funds, such as certain federal grants 

or projects.)  Sometimes Accounting Templates or Accounting Profiles (described later) are used to simplify data entry. 

There are many Chart of Accounts elements in eMARS.  Generally, the following are the required codes on accounting 

transactions: 

 Fund 

 Department 

 Unit 

 Function 

 Object    on transactions related to contracting or spending 

 Revenue Source  on transactions related to revenue or other income 

 Appropriation Unit  on transactions related to Fund Type 0200 Capital Project Funds (always ‘CPTL’) 

 Program    on transactions hitting Fund Type 1200 Federal Funds 

 Program Period   on transactions hitting Fund Type 1200 Federal Funds 

 Balance Sheet Account (BSA) on certain Journal Voucher (JV*) transactions 
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Agency-Specific Chart of Accounts Elements 
Other agencies may choose to require additional Chart of Account (COA) elements in order to better track and report on 

their accounts.  These include: 

 Dept Object, Sub Object 

 Dept Revenue, Sub Revenue 

 Sub Function, Activity, Sub Activity 

 Location, Sub Location 

 Reporting, Sub Reporting 

 Task, Sub Task, Task Order 

eMARS Budget Lines (and “Accounting Strings”) 
A complete accounting string of Chart of Accounts (COA) elements is sometimes referred to as a “budget line”, since it 

provides sufficient information to identify the budget amount affected by a transaction.  In eMARS, there are several 

budget structures in use: 

BUDGETS 

Budget 
Structure 

Budget 
Level 

Purpose Chart of Accounts 

  

3 OPERATIONAL BUDGETS 

3 1 Appropriation BFY, CAFR Fund Type, Cabinet, Fund Type, Function Group 

3 2 Allotment BFY, CAFR Fund Type, Cabinet, Fund Type, Function Group, 
Function Type 

3 3 Object Type  
    (GNRL only) 

BFY, CAFR Fund Type, Cabinet, Fund Type, Function Group, 
Function Type, Object Type 

    

39 GRANTS & FEDERAL PROJECTS 

39 1 Funding Priority Department, Major Program, Program, Program Period, 
Funding Profile, Funding Priority 

39 2 Funding Line Department, Major Program, Program, Program Period, 
Funding Profile, Funding Priority, Funding Line 

  
42 CAPITAL PROJECTS REVENUES 

42 
42 

1 
2 

Level 1 
Level 2 

Fund*, Department 
Fund*, Department, Revenue Source 

43 CAPITAL PROJECTS EXPENDITURES 

43 
43 

1 
2 

Appr Budget 
Expense Budget 

Fund*, Department** 
Fund*, Department** , Object 

    

*BFY is the first element in Budget Structures 42 and 43, but BFY=’9999’ for all Capital Projects. 
**In Budget Structure 43, Appropriation (and Bureau) follow Department, but ‘CPTL’ is used for all Capital Projects. 
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As you can see, each Budget Level of each Budget Structure is identified using a different set of Chart of Accounts 

elements.  For this reason, the report design for Operational Budgets will differ from that for a report on Grant Budgets 

or Capital Projects Budgets.  (For agencies using OB1 documents to establish Management Budgets in eMARS, a 

complete different report design must be used, since Management Budgets do not employ an eMARS Budget Structure.) 

eMARS Accounting Templates (and Accounting Profiles) 
Sometimes an Accounting Template is used to simplify data entry of an accounting string.  Agencies maintain their 

Accounting Templates in eMARS on the Accounting Template (ACTPL) table.  An Accounting Template usually specifies 

the Chart of Account codes used to identify a particular budget line; that is, it will include all of the Chart of Account 

elements which comprise a complete accounting string for the budget. 

Tip: Accounting Templates will usually not specify Object or Revenue Source.  This permits the same template to be used 

both on transactions related to contracting/spending and on transactions related to revenue/income. 

Note: The Accounting Template (ACTPL) page displays some Chart of Account elements (Sub Fund, Sub BSA, Phase) 

which are hidden on most eMARS documents. 

Accounting Profiles are established on the Accounting Profile (ACTPR) page in eMARS.  An Accounting Profile is used 

when costs are split across different accounting strings.  Each Accounting Profile consists of a list of Accounting 

Templates, as well as the percentage of a transaction to be applied using each Accounting Template. 
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Why Can’t We Report by Accounting Template (or Accounting Profile)? 
Although all of the individual Chart of Account elements comprising the accounting strings for budget lines are available 

in the eMARS Reporting universes for financial reporting, the codes for Accounting Templates (or Accounting Profiles) 

are not.  This is for two reasons: 

1. A transaction may post with Chart of Account elements which differ from those on the Accounting Template 

entered on the document. 

2. The budget line identified by a particular Accounting Template may be changed at any time. 

Example 1: Posted Transaction Differs from Accounting Template 
When an Accounting Template code is entered on a document in eMARS Financial, there is no requirement that the 

document post with COA codes matching that Accounting Template.  Therefore, any report built upon Accounting 

Template codes will not necessarily indicate the accounting string to which transactions posted. 

For example, suppose an eMARS Financial user who processes an internal payment enters Accounting Template EAP785 

on the accounting line.  Upon validation, the COA elements associated with that Accounting Template are brought into 

the corresponding fields on the document.   

 

Suppose the user reviews the accounting line and realizes these codes are incorrect for the payment being made.  

Instead of updating the Accounting Template or the Accounting Template code on the accounting line, the user types 

over the values in the COA fields on the accounting line and submits the document.  The transaction posts and the 

internal payment is made successfully. 

This results in records on the Accounting Journal for which the COA elements do not match those on the Accounting 

Template (ACTPL) table even though the record carries an Accounting Template code.  Any report pulled on the basis of 

that Accounting Template code will include this payment, even though the payment did not post to the account 

indicated by the Accounting Template setup. 
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Example 2: Accounting Template Is Changed 
Accounting Templates may be changed at any time, and this would cause reports built upon Accounting Template codes 

to misrepresent data.  For example, suppose starting APD11 FY19, Department 999 pays an employee using a grant 

identified by Program G999 and Program Period 20 (for Federal FY=20).  Accounting Template FG999 is established in 

eMARS as follows: 

FG999: Fund=12XX, Dept=999, Unit=UNIT, Function=BFG9, Program=G999, Program Period=20 

Accounting Template FG999 is used as defined above for payroll from May through September, 2018 posting on the 

Accounting Journal with Program Period=20.  On October 1, the new grant award must be used, so FG999 is updated: 

FG999: Fund=12XX, Dept=999, Unit=UNIT, Function=BFG9, Program=G999, Program Period=21 

For the remainder of FY19, payroll posts with Accounting Template FG999, recording with Program Period=21.  Fast 

forward one year, and a report on payroll expenditures for FY19 is needed.  By this time, FG999 is updated again: 

FG999: Fund=12XX, Dept=999, Unit=UNIT, Function=BFG9, Program=G999, Program Period=22 

If it was possible to pull expenditures based only on Accounting Template code, a report designed that way would 

expand the template using the accounting string in eMARS at the time.  That is, the report would pull data using 

Program=G999 and Program Period=22.  Only expenditures between October 1, 2020 and September 30, 2021 could be 

returned.  With a query filter for FY=2019, no data would be returned at all (since Program Period=20 did not exist). 

Note:  To take things further, suppose grant G999 splits expenditures between Fund=12xx and General Fund=0100.  

Payroll posts in the Accounting Journal using Fund=12xx, then a JV2E moves the General Fund share to 

Fund=0100.  A report pulling data for FG999 would return expenditures for Fund=12xx, but it would fail to 

return the General Fund share moved out of that Fund. 

As you can see, expenditures cannot be obtained for grant G999 in FY19 using only the Accounting Template code.  The 

report would have to be designed to pull expenditures with Program=G999 and FY=2019, else incomplete data would be 

returned (if any data was returned at all).  The risk of someone unknowingly pulling incorrect data on the basis of 

Accounting Template (or Accounting Profile) is too significant to permit that ability in eMARS Reporting. 

eMARS ACCOUNTING JOURNAL 

(FIN-General Accounting Universe) 

Date FY APD Fund Dept Unit Function Object Program Pgm Pd Amount 

: :        :  

May 2019 19 11 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 20 1,234.56 

June 2019 19 12 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 20 1,234.56 

July 2019 20 1 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 20 1,234.56 

Aug 2019 20 2 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 20 1,234.56 

Sep 2019 20 3 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 20 1,234.56 

Oct 2019 20 4 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,234.56 

Nov 2019 20 5 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,234.56 

Dec 2019 20 6 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,234.56 

Jan 2020 20 7 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,456.78 

Feb 2020 20 8 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,456.78 

Mar 2020 20 9 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,456.78 

Apr 2020 20 10 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,456.78 

May 2020 20 11 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,678.90 

June 2020 20 12 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,678.90 

July 2020 21 1 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,678.90 

Aug 2020 21 2 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,678.90 

Sep 2020 21 3 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 21 1,678.90 

Oct 2020 21 4 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 22 1,678.90 

Nov 2020 21 5 12XX 999 UNIT BFG9 E111 G999 22 1,678.90 

: :        :  
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2- Chart of Accounts Hierarchies and Structures 
Most Chart of Account (COA) codes can be defined within a hierarchy.  The hierarchical codes are used for many 

purposes, one of which is reporting.  For example, in eMARS all Function codes are assigned to a Function Group 

(specifying the appropriation for the Function) as well as a Function Type (specifying the allotment for the Function). 

The full hierarchy for many COA elements consists of Class, Category, Group and Type, as well as the code itself.  (Some 

codes have subordinate codes, defined within the code.)  Higher-level elements are referred to as roll-ups since they are 

often used to “roll up” amounts to provide totals used for reporting purposes. Each element of a hierarchy can be 

established as part of a larger tree or in a simple one-to-many relationship, as shown. 

 

Suppose your agency decides to use the Activity COA element to track vehicles, with the code itself matching the license 

plate number.  There is a need to be able to sum maintenance costs for each vehicle based on which fleet it belongs to, 

as well as based on the make of the vehicle.  The reporting needs can be met using the Activity code hierarchy, and it 

can be set up either as a tree or as a one-to-many structure for each roll-up.  

 

Note: Although useful as an example, this scenario is not realistic since Activity and its roll-ups are 4-character codes. 
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Fund and Its Roll-Ups 
Fund codes have the typical roll-up codes:  Fund Class, Fund Category, Fund Type and Fund Group.  In addition, they 

have a roll-up structure for the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) consisting of CAFR Fund Type and CAFR 

Fund Group.  Each roll-up has a one-to-many relationship with the Fund codes. 
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CAFR Fund Type / CAFR Fund Group 
For the Commonwealth, CAFR Fund Type and CAFR Fund Group codes are identical.  CAFR Fund Type is the code most 

often used for reporting purposes.  It can be considered the highest level of the Fund roll-up hierarchy, since it provides 

a very general classification used for funds. 

 

Fund Category 
Fund Category is very similar to CAFR Fund Type, but it corresponds more closely to the GASB classification for 

Governmental Funds (as detailed in Statement 54). 

  

Fund Type 
Fund Type is similar to Fund Category, but uses the Commonwealth’s numeric classification for funds (rather than the 

alphabetic ones used for Fund Category). 

 

Fund Group 
Where defined, Fund Group breaks down Fund Type, and is used to classify Fund codes using a general description.  It is 

an optional roll-up serving various purposes.  For example, some restricted funds are classified as “assigned” (using Fund 

Group ‘ASGN’) or “unassigned” (using Fund Group ‘REST’) according to GASB.  ‘ARRA’ is a Fund Group used to identify 

funds provided via the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.  Fund Group ‘IT’ is identifies funds used to 

purchase information technology.  In general, Funds are assigned to a Fund Group or to a Fund Class, but not both. 
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Fund Class 
Fund Class serves also various purposes, but generally speaking it is used to group Capital Projects related to economic 

or community development. It is an optional roll-up for Fund codes. 

 

Fund Code 
Fund codes themselves are the most specific classification for funds, at the bottom of the hierarchy.  These are the 

codes actually entered on accounting transactions; the other rollups are inferred. 
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Function and Its Roll-Ups 
Function is the COA code selected by the Commonwealth of Kentucky to represent budgetary accounts.  As such, its roll-

ups identify appropriations and allotments in each budget.  Specifically, Function Group identifies appropriations; 

Function Type identifies allotments.  These roll-ups have a strictly hierarchal relationship.  Function Class and Function 

Category exist but are not used.  Function also has one subordinate code called Sub-Function, used at agency discretion. 

Note: The Function code and its roll-ups are generally not used for Capital Projects; those are tracked by Fund code. 
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Function Group 
As mentioned, Function Group specifies appropriation.   

  

Budget at the appropriation level is tracked by Budget Fiscal Year, CAFR Fund Type, Cabinet, and Function Group on the 

Appropriation (BQ3LV1) page in eMARS.  (This is the Budget Level 1 inquiry page for Budget Structure 3, used for 

Operational Budgets.) 

 

Function Type 
As mentioned, Function Type specifies allotment. 
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Budget at the allotment level is tracked by Budget Fiscal Year, CAFR Fund Type, Cabinet, Function Group, Function Type 

and Fund Type on the Allotment (BQ3LV2) page in eMARS.  (This is the Budget Level 2 inquiry page for Budget Structure 

3, used for Operational Budgets.) 
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Function Code 
Function codes themselves are the most specific classification for accounts, at the bottom of the hierarchy.  These are 

the codes actually entered on accounting transactions; the other rollups are inferred. 
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Object and Its Roll-Ups 
Object is the COA code used to classify expenditures.  Its roll-ups represent major groupings of expenditures for 

reporting and management budget purposes.  Although the Object code has the full complement of roll-ups in a strict 

hierarchical structure, it is rare for roll-ups other than Object Type to be used in reports.  For the General Fund (‘0100’), 

Object Type specifies a more detailed level of allotment breakdown than Function Type.  Object also has a subordinate 

code called Sub-Object, maintained centrally, usually to represent expenditures related to grants. 

Note:  For Object codes associated with Object Groups ‘TR’ (= Transfers) or ‘US’ (= Other Financial Uses), there is not a 

strict hierarchy for the roll-ups, since these transactions are processed for most of the Object Types. 
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Object Group 
Object Group is the highest level of the Object roll-up hierarchy and specifies only three groups for expenditures: ‘EX’ (= 

Expenditures), ‘TR’ (= Transfers) and ‘US’ (= Other Financing Uses).  In general, Expenditures represent money flowing 

out of Commonwealth accounts, while Transfers represent money flowing between Commonwealth accounts. 

Object Type 
As mentioned, other than Object, the code most frequently used for reporting in the Object hierarchy is Object Type.  It 

classifies expenditures at a high level, and is used to break down General Fund allotments by expense types.    

 

Budget at this lowest level is tracked by Budget Fiscal Year, CAFR Fund Type, Cabinet, Function Group, Function Type, 

Fund Type and Object Type on the Object Allotments (BQ3LV3) page in eMARS.  (This is the Budget Level 3 inquiry page 

for Budget Structure 3, used for Operational Budgets.) 
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Object Category 
Object Category is simply a lower level breakdown of Object Types.  Where Object Type defines the most general 

classification of expenditures, Object Category breaks them out a bit more. 

 

Object Class 
Object Class is yet a lower level breakdown of Object Types and Object Categories.  Where Object Type defines the 

most general classification of expenditures, and Object Category breaks them out a bit more, Object Class begins to gets 

more specific about the reasons for the expenditures. 
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Object Code 
Object codes themselves are the most specific classification for expenditures, at the bottom of the hierarchy.  These are 

the codes actually entered on accounting transactions; the other rollups are inferred. 

 

Revenue Source and Its Roll-Ups 
In the same way Object identifies expenditures, Revenue Source codes identify income, whether from revenue or via 

transfers.  Revenue Source has the full complement of roll-up codes, but they are rarely used on reports other than the 

CAFR.  Revenue Source also has a subordinate code called Sub-Revenue Source maintained centrally for various uses. 

Revenue Source Group 
Revenue Source Group is the highest level of the Revenue Source roll-up hierarchy and specifies only for groups for 

revenues: ‘BF’ (= Budgeted Funding), ‘RV’ (= Revenues), ‘SR’ (= Other Financing Sources) and ‘TR’ (= Transfers In).  In 

general, Revenues represent money flowing into Commonwealth accounts, while Transfers In represent money flowing 

from another Commonwealth account. 
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Revenue Source Type 
Revenue Source Type classifies incoming money at a high level – just a little more specific than Revenue Source Group. 

 

Revenue Category 
Revenue Category provides general groupings for the sources of revenue.  There is no direct relationship between 

Revenue Source Category and Revenue Source Type; Revenue Source codes associated with the same Revenue Source 

Category may be set up for different Revenue Source Types, and vice-versa. 
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Revenue Source Class 
Revenue Source Class is simply a lower level breakdown of Revenue Source Category.  Where Revenue Source Category 

defines a general classification for sources of revenue, Revenue Source Class breaks them out a bit more. 

Revenue Source Code 
Revenue Source codes themselves are the most specific classification for revenues, at the bottom of the hierarchy.  

These are the codes actually entered on accounting transactions; the other rollups are inferred. 

 

Other COA Hierarchies 
Some of the agency-maintained Chart of Accounts elements also have roll-up codes (including Activity, Location), while 

others use different hierarchical structures (such as Department and Unit).  Still other COA elements don’t have any roll-

ups at all (such as Department Object, Department Revenue Source, Reporting, Task and Task Order).  Further, some of 

them have subordinate codes (including Sub-Activity, Sub-Location, Sub-Reporting and Sub-Task) defined for specific 

code values. 
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3- Other Hierarchical Structures in eMARS  

Organizational Hierarchy (Department / Unit) 
The structure of the organizational elements in eMARS maps closely to the Commonwealth’s actual organizational 

structure.  The following table displays the the Commonwealth’s organizational structure and the corresponding COA 

elements in eMARS. 

 
*The only organizational elements coded on accounting transactions are 
Department and Unit. Others are inferred.  
**Reserved for special use.  

 
Department is the lowest level of the organizational hierarchy used meet central reporting requirements, such as 

preparation of the CAFR. However, agencies may require accounting transactions to be classified at an organizational 

level lower than Department. The lower level elements have distinct meanings to the agencies choosing to use them; 

there is no central specification defining their use. 
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Governmental Branch, Cabinet and Department are unique statewide and are not defined within Fiscal Year. The lower 

level organizational elements must be unique within a Department for a Fiscal Year.  

Government Branch 
Three Government Branches exist in state government: ‘EXEC’ (=Executive), ‘JDCL’ (= Judicial), and ‘LGSL’ (=Legislative). 

Cabinet 
Cabinet identifies the largest organizational grouping within each Government Branch.  Sample codes: 

Department 
Department is the lowest level of the organizational hierarchy used meet central reporting requirements, such as 

preparation of the CAFR. Department is probably the most frequently used level of the organization structure for 

reporting purposes.  When transactions are processed, Department and Unit are required, while the other elements  in 

the organizational structure are inferred.  Sample codes: 

Note: Agencies may require accounting transactions to be classified at an organizational level lower than Department. 

Division 
Division is the largest grouping in the organizational hierarchy under Department.  If used, Division may correspond to 

the divisions within the departments of state government.  Division is optional, and it  has a distinct meanings for each 

agency choosing to use it (that is, there is no central specification regarding its use.  Sample codes: 
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Group 
Group is an element in the organizational hierarchy lower than Department.  If used, Group may correspond to the 

branches within the departmental divisions of state government.  Group is optional, and it  has a distinct meanings for 

each agency choosing to use it (that is, there is no central specification regarding its use.  Sample codes: 

Section 
Section is an element in the organizational hierarchy lower than Department.  If used, Section may correspond to the 

branches within the divisional groups in the departments of state government.  Section is optional, and it  has a distinct 

meanings for each agency choosing to use it (that is, there is no central specification regarding its use.  Sample codes: 

Unit 
Unit is a unique COA element within the organizational hierarchy.  Other than Department it is the only element 

required to be entered on transactions in eMARS.  If used, Unit may correspond to the units within departmental 

sections in state government.  Unit is optional, and it has a distinct meanings for each agency choosing to use it (that is, 

there is no central specification regarding its use.  Sample codes: 

One use for Unit codes is to help define workflow in eMARS, so that transactions for a particular unit can be routed to 

specific workgroups for document approvals. 
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Grants Structures (Program / Program Period) 
Grants and federally-funded projects have their own special structure in eMARS consisting of the following COA 

elements: 

Most of these elements are agency maintained; the only exceptions are Drawdown Group and Major Program Class.  

Note that all of the COA elements for grants are defined within Department, again with the exceptions of Drawdown 

Group and Major Program Class. 

 

*Although Drawdown Group codes are not defined within Department, they are associated with a Drawdown Department 

(usually the recipient agency responsible for administration of the grant). 

There are two significant structures for the COA elements used to record activity for grants and federally funded 

projects.  The first is referred to as the “Major Program Structure”.  The second is called the “Funding Profile Hierarchy”. 
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Major Program Structure (MPS) 
The Major Program Structure (MPS) it consists of Major Program, Program, and Program Period. Program and Program 

Period are defined within Major Program, but they are not strictly hierarchical.  Multiple Program Period codes may be 

entered with a particular Program on transactions, and vice-versa. 

 

To illustrate, suppose a department receives a grant for medical care.  The initial award is in 2013, with annual 

subsequent awards indefinitely.  The award is $10,000.00 funded 75% by the federal agency and 25% with state funds.  

A possible Major Program Structure for this grant would be as shown. 

 

Note that this illustration shows two Programs established for the Major Program in eMARS.  Programs usually 

represent significant activities performed as a grant is implemented.  They may also represent budgeted amounts for 

reporting purposes.  For example, ‘MED01’ may represent costs associated with administration of the grant, while 

‘MED02’ may be used to record the actual benefits paid out. 

Also shown are two Program Periods for the Major Program.  These represent the first two award years, and the codes 

correspond to the last two digits of the Federal Fiscal Year (FFY) of each award. 

Finally, the Funding Profile represents the actual funding for the Major Program Structure.  The first one, ‘75F25S’, will 

be used to establish the $10,000.00 budget for each award.  The ‘100S’ and ‘100F’ Funding Profiles will be used when 

recording amounts that are fully state funded or fully federally funded, respectively.  For example, ‘100F’ may be used to 

record money received from the awarding agency.  ‘100S’ may be entered on JVs processed for no other reason than to 

change the Fund code used for the state share of the funding. 
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Funding Profile Structure 
The second significant structure for grants is the Funding Profile Hierarchy.  It is a strict hierarchy consisting of Funding 

Profile, Funding Priority, and Funding Line. 

 

The main purpose of the Funding Profile Hierarchy is to establish funding sources for the grant or federally funded 

project.  As mentioned, Funding Profiles are coded to suggest the sources.  For instance, in the example, the Funding 

Profile for the amount of grant funding that was 75% federally funded and 25% state funded was coded as ‘75F25S’. 

Funding Priorities establish the order in which different funding amounts are spent.  Funding Lines specify the actual 

sources of the funds and the percentages used as expenditures are recorded and split. 

To illustrate this hierarchy, suppose the grant in the previous example is expanded to include a subsequent $50,000.00 

of federal funding (not to be used until the initial $10,000.00 is spent).  A possible Funding Profile Hierarchy for this 

grant is as shown. 

Funding Priority ‘10’ will be used to track the initial $10,000.00 split 75% federal / 25% state.  It has two Funding Lines, 

one for each funding source for the funds.  Funding Priority ‘20’ will be used to track the next $50,000.00 billed 100% 

federal.  Funding Priority ‘99’ has been established to capture overflow costs after grant funds are fully spent. 
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Drawdown Group 
Drawdown Group is used to group sub-recipient grant costs with the recipient agency’s costs for reimbursement 

purposes.  As such, Drawdown Groups are not defined within Department.  That said, each code is associated with a 

Drawdown Department – usually the primary recipient agency responsible for the grant’s administration. 

Drawdown Group is an optional COA element used only for grants that have sub-recipient agencies and employ the 

Reimbursement Offline Process in eMARS to generate documents used to record drawn funds.  This element is centrally 

maintained, mostly because it is a 2-character code having limited values. 

Major Program 
Major Program is the highest level of the Major Program Structure (MPS).  It is defined within Department, and 

represents the grant award for that Department.  Sub-recipient agencies establish their own Major Program Structure 

for their Department using the same Major Program code as the primary recipient agency. Major Program has the usual 

roll-up codes as shown.   

Major Program Class is centrally maintained and is similar to Drawdown Group in that it is optional and is not defined 

within Department.  Instead of grouping primary recipient and sub-recipient costs for drawdown purposes, Major 

Program Class can be used to group them for reporting purposes where groupings vary from those used for draws.  

Major Program Class is centrally maintained, and is often requested in conjunction with Drawdown Group. 

The other roll-ups for Major Program optional, established at an agency’s discretion. 

Program 
Programs are defined within Department and Major Program, and they usually represent significant activities 

performed as a grant is implemented.  They may also represent budgeted amounts for reporting purposes.  They have 

the usual roll-ups, each of which is optional, maintained as shown, and established at an agency’s discretion. 

Program and Program Period are the only two COA elements required for entry on transactions; all other COA elements 

for grants are inferred. 

Program Period Code (PPC) 
Program Period codes are defined within Department and Major Program, and they usually represent the award period 

for the grant.  For federally funded grants and projects, this corresponds to the Federal Fiscal Year (FFY), and the code 

used is the last two digits of the FFY for an award.  Program Period has no roll-ups.  Program and Program Period are 

the only two COA elements required for entry on transactions; all other COA elements for grants are inferred. 
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Funding Profile 
Funding Profile codes are defined within Department and Major Program, and they are at the highest level of the 

Funding Profile Hierarchy.  Funding Profile codes are used to identify funding sources for the grant or federally funded 

project represented by the Major Program Structure.  As mentioned, Funding Profiles are coded to suggest the sources.  

For instance, a Funding Profile for a grant where expenditures will be reimbursed as a rate of 75% federally funded and 

25% state funded would be coded as ‘75F25S’.  Funding Profile codes are required for entry to establish grant budgets; 

otherwise they are inferred on transactions.  No roll-up codes exist for any part of the Funding Profile Hierarchy. 

Funding Priority 
Funding Priority codes are established within Department, Major Program and Funding Profile.  They establish the 

order in which different funding amounts are spent.  By convention, the first Funding Priority code in a Funding Profile 

is ‘10’, followed by ‘20’ and so forth in increments of ten.  Funding Priority ‘99’ is reserved for overflow funding.  

Funding Priority codes are required for entry to establish grant budgets; otherwise they are inferred on transactions. 

Funding Line 
Funding Line codes are established within Department, Major Program, Funding Profile, and Funding Priority.  They 

specify actual sources of funds and the percentages used as expenditures are recorded and split for a Major Program.  

By convention, the first Funding Line code in a Funding Priority is ‘1’, followed by ‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’, and so forth sequentially.  

Also by convention, if a grant has federal funding, Funding Line ‘1’ is used to identify the federal source of funds.  

Funding Line codes are required for entry to establish grant budgets; otherwise they are inferred on transactions. 

4- eMARS Reporting and the Chart of Accounts 
Since nearly every transaction in every functional area uses Chart of Accounts (COA) elements, they are provided in most 

eMARS Reporting universes as common classes (also called “Shared Objects”).  Here is a list of the COA classes: 

 COA – Fund Accounting – Fund, Object, Revenue, and related roll-ups, CAFR codes, etc. 

 COA – Organization – Cabinet, Department, Unit, and other organizational elements. 

 COA – Detailed Accounting – Function, Location, Activity, Reporting, and related roll-ups, etc. 

 COA – Budgeting – Appropriation and related rollups, etc. (Not used by the Commonwealth of Kentucky.) 

 COA – Cost Accounting – Objects related to federal grants and projects, including Major Program, Program, 

Program Period, Funding Profile, Funding Priority, Funding Line, etc. 

Note:  The Chart of Accounts classes are maintained in their own universe called Univ Kernel – Chart of Accounts.  This 

universe is then incorporated into the other eMARS Reporting universes used for financial reporting. 

Conclusion 
A basic understanding of the Chart of Accounts for the Commonwealth of Kentucky is essential to appropriately 

developing and interpreting financial and accounting reports.  This guide has presented sufficient information to assist 

both Basic Users and Report Developers using EBI and eMARS Reporting in creating reports that meet the business 

needs of the Commonwealth. 

Should you have an interest in learning more about eMARS Reporting, contact your department’s delegated Reporting 

Lead (as identified in the Agency Contacts spreadsheet on the Finance Statewide Accounting Services web page). 


